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Research and development areas at ITCL
Private non profit research center
1 - Introduction
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ENERGY TECHNOLOGIES
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ELECTRONICS AND ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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SIMULATION, VIRTUAL AND AUGMENTED REALITY
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Applied innovation. ADVANCED TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES
ICTs, Industry 4.0, IoT, Lean Manufactoring, Mobility and
Transport, Industrial Safety.
CE Marking, Business Strategy and Business Intelligence.
TECHNOLOGICAL TRAINING
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ITCL SIMULATION TECHNOLOGIES

1 - Introduction
Featured
• Unit created by ITCL in 2004.

R+D area

• Dozens of successful projects.

Development of Simulators
Virtual Reality
Augmented Reality
Serious Games
Interactive 3D

• Lead partner in three H2020 projects.
• 11 National research projects.
• Specialized technical team, made up of
technologists and researchers.
• VR and AR Laboratory.

The SIMULATION solution you need
The area has 12 researchers and support staff involved in development and research projects related to
Computer Graphics, with extensive experience developing projects of this type. National reference centre.
Excellent knowledge in simulators design and development, Serious Games, virtual tours, 3D interactive,

mobile applications, 3D avatars…
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ITCL More relevant projects related to the seminar

1 - Introduction

estARteco:Augmented reality game to
learn about our ecosystem and it value

SIMUSAFE H2020 project use of simulators to analyse
the users behavior and propose safety measures in
traffics

Mi Tienda 2.0: Serious Game to teach the small
business the advantages of the TIC’s

eConfidence H2020 project: game
“School of Emphaty”
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2- SG Methodologies

Serious Games
Methodologies
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Serious Games Methodologies
Several Methodologies to create serious games exist that try to solve
different problems or approach to the complex problem of create a FUN
Serious Game that, teaches about something.
1- SG Methodologies

Some of the more extended ones are:
• ATMSG (Detailed methodology based in the Active Theory for
Analysis and Design)
• LM-GM (Similar to ATMSG but less detailed)
• 4DF (Focused in education taking into account the pedagogy)
• RETAIN (Determine how well the content is embedded in the
game)
• GOM II (Games should be relevant, explorative, emotive,
engaging, and include complex challenges)
• MDA (Very generic approach Mechanics, Dynamics and
Aesthetic)
Also general literature is useful like the recommendations of fantasy
environment or mystery in the game.
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Serious Games Methodologies
Those methodologies don’t mean to forget the Classic elements of a
any Serious Game:
• Levels
1- SG Methodologies

• Points
• Reinforcement
• Badges
• Challenges

• …
Also that we need to
have fun in the game

http://www.nicolelazzaro.com/the4-keys-to-fun/
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Serious Games Methodologies

Quick example of ATMSG use case
1- SG Methodologies
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Serious Games Methodologies

Quick example of ATMSG use case
1- SG Methodologies
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Inclusion in the Serious Game

Not all methodologies will fit any type of serious game.
2- In game

Very important to notice that a lot of serious games have
much more information or innovations integrated than the
user can see only by playing it.

E.g. we have seen the video, but probably we didn’t notice
a lot of the included messages and functional elements
related to behaviour.
We see really good results in the parts of the game where
ABA methodologies were applied.
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Where innovations are going?
• Make methodologies more easy and usable by the video game sector.
• More specific methodologies. eConfidence methodology as an example. A
methodology that promote behavioural change through six steps.
• How to translate the learning (or other) contents to effective and entertaining game
dynamics is very complex. E.g. follow the rules to create a Cubism painting is not
the same as creating a good painting.
3- Innovations

• Metrics to analyze if a certain dynamics or game is effective.
• Implementation of methodologies and frameworks to learn how to improve them.

• How to create a fun Serious Game. A Serious Game is like a Chocolate-covered
broccoli so, it is very important to balance the fun (chocolate) to engage the players
with the behavioural/educational content (broccoli) Bruckman Serious Game, A. Can Educational Be
Fun? Game Developer's Conference, (1999).

• …..
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Where innovations are going?
What we do in eConfidence?
• We wanted to use part of the methodology to create games that promote behaviour
change. But, finally, we decided to propose a new methodology based on the
experience of the consortium of the project.
• The methodology takes advantage of two well-known methodologies in psychology:
• The Intervention Mapping Protocol (IMP)
3- Innovations

• The Applied Behaviour Analysis (ABA).
These tools are integrated in several parts of the full methodology, composed of
six steps.
• We also encourage to include detailed game analytics to asses which parts appear
to be the more efficient.
We are trying to publish it in a impact scientific paper.
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QUESTIONS?

Carlos Alberto Catalina Ortega

Carlos.Catalina@itcl.es
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